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Teaching Assistants, we need you !

Are you dedicated about children’s development and wish to play a central role in their

growth? Then we have great news for you! We are looking for Teaching Assistants in local

schools.

Protocol Education is looking for an enthusiastic person ready to jump into the world of

educating whilst gaining valuable experience in the process. The roles we would be looking to

fill would be teaching assistants, learning support, and 1:1 cover for our students. This

would require someone who is adaptable and forthcoming in attitude and ready to start as soon

as possible or after half term. You do not need to be a qualified teacher to apply!

About the role:

Manage and support the behaviour of pupils within the classroom environment as well

as/alternatively, on a 1:1 basis with specific individuals

Support class teacher by encouraging an active learning environment

De-escalate any behavioural concerns during lessons in an appropriate manner and in

accordance to safeguarding specifications

Take initiative in the classroom to support pupils and aid the class teacher and/or other

teaching assistants in creating a positive learning environment

Be prepared and confident to take over parts/all of a lesson at short notice if required by the

client.
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The candidate will:

Be enthusiastic and proactive in their attitude to the role

Have a consistent and objective approach to pupils both in and outside of the classroom

Be passionate about educating young people and instilling confidence in students' abilities

in lessons

Has excellent communication skills and the ability to create nurturing relationships with

students

Have a proven track record in similar roles or institutions and the right to work in the UK.

What Protocol can offer you:

Competitive rates of pay per day

Weekly pay through PAYE

Free continued professional development training (CPD) including Team Teach

Ongoing support from our dedicated team of experts.

The Candidate will need:

DBS on the update system or willing to purchase

Two references within the last two years

Right to work

All applicants will require the appropriate qualifications and training for this role. Please see

the FAQs on the Protocol Education website for further details.

All pay rates quoted will be inclusive of statutory holiday pay. This advert is for a temporary

position. In some cases, the option to make this role permanent may become available at

a later date.

Protocol Education is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children.

We undertake safeguarding checks on all workers in accordance with the DfE statutory

guidance ‘Keeping Children Safe in Education’, this may also include an online search as part of



our due diligence on shortlisted applicants.

We offer FREE online safeguarding and Prevent Duty training to all our workers. All candidates

must undertake or have undertaken a valid enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)

check and subscribe to the DBS Update Service.

Full assistance provided. For details of our privacy policy, please see visit the Protocol

Education website.
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